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1KB 0-FACTOR IN MOLECULAR NITROGEN. OXYGEN AND AIS 
ty 

Michael Mentzonl 
Deportment of Physics, University of Oslo, Box 1048 Blindern, 

0316 Oslo 3. Norway 

ABSTRACT 
The electron energy relaxation in molecular nitrogen and 

oxygen is found experimentally using the methods of microwave 
cross-modulation, transport coeffisients, and flowing afterglows. 
On the basis of these results the excess electron energy loss 
factor, the G-factor. has been computed for nitrogen, oxygen and 
air as a function of electron temperature for various published 
effective electron collision frequencies. It is shown that the 
lack of a definitive theory for rotational excitation of Qa. and 
very conflicting experimental results for this gas yield a G-
factor in air with a large degree of uncertainty. In spite of 
this uncertanty it is shown that the formula G - 18.9XT"1-0. 
with T being the electron temperature in °K. agrees within 15% of 
the results obtained from swarm data and microwave cross-modulat
ion. 
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INTRODUCTION. 
The phenomenon of radiowave interaction within the ionosphe

re, often referred to as the Luxembourg effect1. proved to be an 
effective means for studying the lower portion of the ionospher
es. The explanation of the interaction effect was first advanced 
as early as in 1934 by Bailey and Martyn3.They suggested that an 
"observed wave" traversing an ionized medium can be amplitude -
modulated when the absorption properties, in particular the 
electron - molecule collision frequency, are altered by a 
"disturbing wave" with sufficient power to produce Joule heating 
of the free electrons. 

In principle the same technique can be used for studying 
laboratory plasmas, and in 1955 this was done by Andersen and 
Goldstein*. Their plasma was a discharge afterglow and they 
called the phenomenon "cross - modulation" which subsequently 
became the basis for an often utilized plasma diagnostic techniq
ue. It was primarely used for measuring the electron collision 
frequency for momentum transfer, it could, however, also be 
applied for studying electron/ion recombination3 and rotational 
excitation of molecules*—». Often the heating wave operated at 
gyroresonance the plasma being exposed to an external magnetic 
field 1 0- 1 1 . 

The absorption of radio - wave energy in the D and E region 
of the ionosphere, i.e. below 110km, is for the most part caused 
by rotational excitation of nitrogen and oxygen. This absorption 
have been analyzed by a number of investigators12-1* often in 
combination with measurements. The propagation of a strong EM-
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wave through a plasma (Ionosphere) is basically a non-1 inear 
problem which have received a general treatment by Glnzburg and 
Gurevich*7. For most purposes an analysis limited to a first 
order perturbation1""1* yield sufficient accuracy judged by 
experimental results. For rather strong EM-waves other procedures 
for solving the "self-interection" or "self-modulation" problem 
has to be invented 3 0. 

The main purpose of this paper is to present and evaluate 
the various published values of the so called G-factor in air. 
This factor, which is the fraction of the excess energy an 
electron loses per collision, is very important in all problems 
involving electron energy deposition and relaxation in a plasma. 
The quantity measured in a cross-modulation experiment is the 
electron energy relaxation time, (Gi/)-1» where v is the effective 
electron collision frequency, to be defined below. Both v and G 
are electron temperature dependent. This dependence is very 
important with regard to ionospheric application since the 
electron temperature varies with altitude. Unfortunately, there 
exists great ambiguity with regard to published experimental 
values of both the G-f actor and v in oxygen"' =*.==.».=» . 
Theoretically oxygen also poses great problems regarding the 
cross-section for rotational excitation255-2''. In nitrogen, 
however, the available data are in fair agreement''=lr. This paper 
will assess the influence of molecular oxygen on the G-factor in 
air in view of the rather diverging results existing for this 
gas. 
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THEORETICAL BASIS 

As mentioned above the G-factor is measured by the crossmod-
ulatlon technique. The electric field strength of the so called 
"sensing wave", i.e. the wave that undergoes the modulation 
caused by the heating wave, must satisfy the criterlum'7 

E « E» - 3.84xlO-»(6To(or» + i/»))"». V/m (1) 

Here 6 is the fractional electron excess energy loss per collisi
on. To is the temperature of the undisturbed plasma, v is the 
effective electron collision frequency for momentum transfer, and <u 
is the angular frequency of the EM-wave.This inequality is of 
course not obeyed by the heating wave. 

If we can assume a Maxwellian velocity distribution among 
the electrons and only negligible deviation from this distribut
ion when the electron kinetic energy is perturbed, the energy 
balance for the electron gas at a particular point in space can 
be given by the following equation 

2 
d U - Viio - Gu-fU - U n) (2) 
dt 2N u 

where or- - IWif/mur" is the real part of the plasma rf conductiv
ity. U - (3/2)kT is the electron thermal energy of the disturbed 
plasma and Uo for the undisturbed one, N is electron number 
density, k is Boltzmann constant, and Eo is the peak electric 
field intensity of the heating wave, m electron mass, and e is 
the electronic charge. 

When the heating wave is removed (rectangular heating 
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pulse) the electron energy relaxes back to its equilibrium value. 

The sensing wave con measure this relaxation time which in the 

first approximation is the exponential time constant 1/Gvo since 

(v - vo)/vo << 1, vo being the effective collision frequency of 

the unperturbed electrons. The effective electron collision 

frequency v can be written as3" 

v - j^J / 2 £Q c t(2kT/mf
a + 1 ) / 2 T O + §) (3) 

with No being the neutral molecular number density. 

Here it is assumed that the collision cross-section can be 

expressed by a power series Q(v) - E«Q»v~ where v is the 

velocity of an electron. 

Based on the theoretical cross-section for rotational 

excitation3'' Mentzoni and Row' developed an analytical expression 

for the G-factor due to elastic and rotational energy transfer to 

homo-nuclear diatomic molecules which is as follows 

G - {(2.27 x NoQ=nao= B)/(i/ (mkT)1'3)} + (2m/M) (4) 

with ao being the Bohr radius, k the Boltzmann constant, B the 

rotational energy quantum, Q a number giving the quadrupole 

moment( - Qeao=), and M being the molecular mass. 

Theory and experiment do agree well for nitrogen, this is 

not the case for oxygen. Some of the discrepancy was resolved, 

however, by the theoretical work of Geltman and Takayanagiæ=. 
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Their analysis resulted in cross-sections for rotational excitat
ion which agreed better with experimental results in terms of 
magnitude. The electron temperature dependence of these cross-
sections did not seem to conform with experiments, however, as 
measured by Mentzoni and Narasinga Rao". Based on the Geltman and 
Takayanagl theoretical analysis Hagenbuch" has derived the 
following expression for the G-factor in air 

G - 2.13x^ { ( _5 N1B1Q1na2)/(kT)3/2+2.4xl0~3a^CN2/B2) (kTK2J 
D 15 

(5) 
with the subscripts 1 and 2 referring to nitrogen and oxygen 
respectively, and D - aiN» + a=N3. with N being the neutral 
densities. The two constants oi.a define the values of the 
electron collision frequencies according to Hagenbuch in the 
following way 

i/i + i/= - 2DkT/m (6) 

In eq.(5) a term giving the energy losses due to elastic collisi
ons with the molecules is omitted since it is very insignificant 
compared to the rotational excitation losses. 

Eq.(6) implies that the relevant collision frequencies are 
chosen to be the most probable ones for a Maxwellian electron 
velocity distribution. These differ markedly from the effective 
collision frequencies defined by. eq.(3) and will lead to signifi
cant ambiguity with regard to the value of the G-factor in air. 
This ambiguity is further increased by the results obtained by 



Dean and Smith3'* who measured the oxygen C-value to be drastica

lly redused compared to other reported experimental values"*9*. 

These investigators also measured a much more rapid reduction of 

the G-factor with increasing electron temperature than reported 

previously. The Q-value they could deduce from their measurements 

in oxygen using eq.(4) did. however, agree fairly well with 

values found in the literature33. 

From eq.3. ignoring the elastic collision contribution to 

the G-factor in air. the latter can be written as follows, 

assuming nitrogen and oxygen to contribute 78 and 22 per cent of 

the air number density respectively 

G - 2.27xnag(mkT) - 0- 5(0.78Q^B 1+ 0.22Q|B 2)/(0.780^ 0.22s2) (7) 

where the effective electron collision frequencies are given by 

i/x.a - p1.3Nj.2T for nitrogen and oxygen, respectively. 

THE ELECTRON COLLISION FREQUENCY. 

Assuming a maxwellian velocity distribution and using eq.(3) 

Itikawa 3 B' 3° calculated the effective electron collision freque

ncy in molecular nitrogen and oxygen based on published experime

ntal results31.==.31_ These calculated values are shown in Table 

1 for electron temperatures ranging from 100 to 600°K. In this 

range 1/ varies linearly with T, deviation from this linearity 

increases gradually from about 600°K. The negative deviation is 

greatest for the Hake and Phelps results where it is 

about 17% at 1000°K, the microwave data for Cb yield a deviation 

http://p1.3Nj.2T


of 4% and for N> it i« 9% at the same temperature. 

TABLE 1. 

I GAS I v/H UO-^cnrVs) I REFERENCES 

03 

2.29 T I Engelhardt, et al(1964) C31) I 
I 

1.33 T I Hake and Phelps(1967) (22) I 
0.974 T I Mentzoni (1965) (21) I 

It should be mentioned that Dean and Smith3'* take v from 
references ( = =- 3 1). whereas Hagenbuch" use the results of Pack 
and Phelps33 for N= and Mentzoni31 for 0= in computing their G-
factor.Hagenbuch, however, do not use an effective electron 
collision frequercy, v. as defined by eq.3, but the most probable 
value, which is 2.5 times smaller than v for the present velocity 
dependence of the collision frequency where v a v 3, v being the 
electron velocity. The work of Pack and Phelps32 is not listed in 
the Table 1 since it is superseded by the work of Engelhardt, et 
al 3 1 . 

THE G-FACTOR 

I. NITROGEN 
The G-factor in molecular nitrogen follow the theoreti

cal expression, eq. (4), rather well, this equation is therefore 
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generally ueed in the literature for this gas. There la some 
difference of opinion regarding the value of the quadrupole-
moment. Q, it should, however, lie around unity. It is claimed 
that 1.1 is the most reliable value 3»: microwave workers, 
however, obtain good agreement between theory and experiment 
using the value 0 »» 0.98. The Q-factor enters squared in eq.(4) 
and even a small change in its value yield a noticeable differe
nce in the G-factor as can be seen from fig.l where the afore
mentioned two Q-values have been used as indicated on the figure. 
Also shown in fig.l are the results of Dean and Smith3'(crosses). 
These authors extended their temperature range to 2000°K. It is 
evident from the figure that their G-factor decreases considerab
ly faster than the T - 1 - 0 dependence predicted from eq.4. they say 
that their results point to IQI — 0.7. All the results shown in 
fig.l are based on the effective electron collision frequency for 
nitrogen given in Table 1. 

II. OXYGEN 
In molecular oxygen there is a great deal of conflicting 

results reported, both theoretical and experimental. As can be 
seen from Table 1 there are two values of the effective collision 
frequency which differ by about 35Ss. In addition the various 
theoretical calculations of electronic rotational excitation of 
Oa are based on different methods and assumptions leading to 
totally different results regarding both the value as well as the 
electron temperature dependence of 'he G-f actor 2 5 5- 3*. In order to 
use eq.(7). which fundamentally implies the validity of applying 
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the Born-approximation, among other things, one has to invoke a 
much larger 0-value than that given in the literature 3 7. One 
exception in this regard is the measurements of Dean and Smith 
which yielded a very small G-factor which decreased much more 
rapidly with electron temperature than to the T-*-" power. These 
workers say that a Q-value of 0.5 can be inferred from their 
results. The Hake and Phelps results 2 3, which are based upon a 
number of drift tube experiments, indicate that eq.4 is valid 
pi jvided a Q-value of 1.8 is chosen. Mentzoni and Narasinga Rao" 
had to invoke Q - 2.8 in order to fit the data to eq.4. Just as 
in N= they found that the theoretically predicted T-variation 
was obeyed from 400 to 900°K. Findings by other microwave 
workers 1 0 - M at fixed electron temperatures were in conformity 
with these results.The very large uncertainty with regard to the 
G-factor in oxygen is clearly illustrated in fig.2 were the major 
works referred to above Aire presented. The Q - 1.8 curve of fig.2 
(dotted line) is derived using the Hake and Phelps effective 
collision frequency of Table 1, whereas the solid line (Q - 2.8) 
is based on the collision frequency measured by Kentzoni(see 
Table 1). Both Q-values are found fitting eq.4 to experimental 
data. It is seen from fig.2 that the G-factor derived by Dean and 
Smith is very small compared to the other results. 

III. Air. 
In dry (synthetic) air eq.7 or eq.5 can be used, the latter 

is based on the theoretical work of Geltman and Takayanagi = H as 
presented by HagenbucW2'*. As mentioned earlier this author 
employs an electron collision frequency which is two and a half 
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times smaller than the effective value in the present situation, 
leading to a G-factor which is that much larger. It must be 
emphasized that this is the main reason for the discrepancy 
between Hagenbuch and the other workers when eq.7 is used. 
Hagenbuch does, however, develop another equation, eq.5. which 
when used, lead to a completely different T-dependence. This is 
illustrated in fig.4 by the upper two curves (points) a. and b. 
which differ only slightly (on this scale) at the very lowest 
temperatures. The remaining two curves on fig.4. c_ and d., are 
calculated using eq.7 for various values of Q. In fig.3 are shown 
the results based upon the G-factor curves for Na and Oa illustr
ated in figs.l and 2. The microwave cross-modulation results of 
these figures are combined to give the solid line in fig.3, the 
dotted line represent the swarm data (transport coefficients), 
and the crosses the flowing afterglow. It is seen that the G-
factor in air is considerably larger than in pure nitrogen. The 
results of Dean and Smith in fig.3 are practically the same as 
for pure nitrogen, tne G-factor in oxygen measured by these 
authors being too small to be of any significance. Finally in 
fig.5 are shown, for comparison, all the versions of the G-factor 
existing at present time, the figure including both figs.3 and 4. 
This figure clearly illustrate the presence of very large 
differences in published G-factors, both quantitatively and 
qualitatively. Possible reasons for these differences will be 
taken up and discussed below. 
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DISCUSSION MID CONCLUSION 

It is clear that a thorough critical analysis and •crutlnis-
atlon is needed in order to evaluate results as diverging as 
those showing tha G-factor in alr_in fig.9. Judging from figs.l 
and 2 there is no doubt that it is the very diverging values of 
the G-factor obtained for oxygen that cause the problem in air. 
Since the theoretical calculations of the cross-section for 
rotational excitation of oxygen by electrons are mutually rather 
conflicting3", both with regard to magnitude and electron 
temperature dependence one is to' <> large extent dependent upon 
experimental results. These are based upon different techniques 
and methods, such as: 1) analyzing drift tube results (transport 
coefficients obtained by a number of workers"), 2) microwave 
cross-modulation and diagnostics*-*•••»°.3». and finally 3) 
flowing afterglow investigations using langmuir probes**. These 
experimental methods and procedures are all quite different from 
one another. This may possibly, for some unknown reason, partly 
explain the lack of conformity among the various results. These 
results are, however, mutually in fair agreement when the same 
technique and/or procedure is utilized, i.e. type 1) and 2) 
above; to the authors knowledge there is only one investigation 
of type 3) reported for 0=. 

For nitrogen there are only alight differences in the 
results regardless of the measuring technique employed, even 
though the flowing afterglow method yield a much faster decline 
of the G-factor with electron temperature also for this gas. 
However, the results seem to indicate that there is some mechan
ism occuring in oxygen which is dependent upon technique and/or 
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method. Hake and Phelps** discuss a conceivable resonance peak in 
the scattering cross-section at about O.lSeV to account for the 
microwave results*'••*•»» regarding the effective collision 
frequency In oxygen (see table 1). As for the electron energy 
loss rate due to rotational excitation of 0». cross modulation 
measurements show it to be 2*.4 times faster than do results based 
upon transport coefficients (drift tube measurements). Big as 
this difference is. it is quite small compared to the differences 
between each of these loss rates and the one measured by using 
the flowing afterlow technique2'*. In fact the measured electron 
energy relaxation rates are in the ratios 31:13:1 for the 
methods 2). 1). and 3) (see above) respectively. Dean and Smith3" 
ascribe the difference between their results and the results of 
Mentzoni and Narasinga Rao" to the differences in techniques used 
and avoidance in their experiment of random internal excitations 
of the oxygen molecules. These excitations, they claim, are quite 
likely to occur during the active portion of the afterglow 
discharge used in the microwave studies, and furthermore, they 
claim, excited molecules will represent a significant number 
density even at late times in the afterglow. This explanation is 
interesting, but, unfortunately, it can not, to the authors 
knowledge, be backed up by any theoretical or experimental 
verification at present time. The ratio between relaxation rates 
found from transport coefficients33 and flowing afterglow is 
13:1, there must therefore exist some drastic differences between 
physical and/or experimental conditions between these two type of 
experiments as well. The fact that OsT.the negative ion, may be 
in existence in the measurment volume may cause problems as 
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previously suggested**, this possible problem could be present in 
•II the three types of measurements discussed here. In contrast 
to 0» attachment is not observed ln N» On* can not therefore, 
however, claim that this is the reason for the rather unambiguous 
electron energy relaxation found for the latter gas. 

Another source of error is the possible lack of conformity 
between the theoretical model as expressed by eq.2 and the actual 
physical situation. Clearly, this model assumes a Haxwellian 
electron velocity distribution, otherwise the term electron 
temperature is meaningless. Koura1" has analyzed electron energy 
relaxation in Hz using a Monte Carlo simulation(MCS) calculation 
and he found significant deviations from a Maxwell ion distrib
ution for some of the works quoted in the present paper. For 
example, Koura finds that the relaxation time deduced f r orr swarm 
data = a > 3 t deviates only -2.8* from the MCS-value, the microwave 
cross-modulation data of Mentzoni and Row7, -14.9% and of Narasi-
nga Rao and Goldstein10 +12.1%. whereas the flowing afterglow 
results of Dean and Smith2* deviate by as much as +92.5* from the 
MCS-retaxation time. The author has unfortunately not found any 
similar study for 0* in the literature, which, if it had existed 
would have been very interesting. Indications are that eq.1 may 
not be very appropriate when the electron temperature is conside
rably elevated over the neutral gas temperature7- 3 = . * " . 

With regard to the G-factor for air calculated by Hagen-
buch3"' it is in reasonable accordance with the other data when 
the electron collision frequency he uses is multiplied by 2.5, 
i.e. it is a matter of defining the proper collision frequency to 
be used. When it comes to the alternate form of the expression 
for the G-factor, eq.5, it is not supported by experimental 
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evidence so far. The only conceivable way for the T-dependence of 
eq.3 to be in reasonable agreement with experiments is for the T~ 
'-"-term in eq.S to be dominating up to much higher electron 
temperatures. 

The ionospheric workers3*, according to Fejer**. have 
measured S - 6.8+0.3 x 10 - 3 at T - 190+20 (°K). Disregarding the 
margins of error, this result is exactly 20% smaller than 
the microwave results, and 13.5% higher than the swarm results. 
Thus, considering the error margins involved this must be said to 
be in excellent agreement with the swarm - and microwave cross-
modulation results presented here. Thus, a reasonable empirical 
value of the G - factor in air in the electron temperature 
interval considered here could be taken as a compromise between 
these results which would read: 

G - 18.9 x T-»-B 

with T being the electron temperature in °K. 
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FIG. 1. THE G-FACTOR IN MOLECULAR NITROGEN 

DOTTED LINE: Q - 0.98 (MENT20NI AND ROVT) SOLID LINE: Q - 1.1 (PHELPS=3) . 

CROSSES: DEAN AND SMI TIP*. 



FIG.2, THE G-FACTOR IN MOLECULAR OXYGEN 
DOTTED LINE: Q - 1.8 (HAKE AND PHELPS33). 
SOLID LINE: Q - 2.8 (MENTZONI AND NARASINGA RAO») , 
CROSSES: DEAN AND SMITH2*. 
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FIG.4. G-FACTOR IN AIR ACCORDING TO HAGENBUCK** 

CURVES a AND b ARE BASED UPON EQ.5 USIN6 THE VALUES Q<N a) = 1.1 AND 0.98 RESPECTIVELY. CURVES c AND d STEM FROM EQ.7 WITH THE 
PAIRS OF Q-VALUES BEING Q(N=)=0.1?8. Q(O a) = 2.8, AND Q<N3> = 1.1, 
0(0=) •«= 1.8-RESPECTIVELY. 
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